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Automotive dealer management software, also called dealership
management system (DMS), helps automobile retailers to capably
manage their operations. This platform can aid in both front- and
back-office routines and provides features for authorization,
financing, cost calculation, and inventory – for both cars and
consumers (e.g., accident history, credit reports, etc.)
Automotive dealer solutions also present functions for creating,
storing, and tracking sales contracts, warranty information, recurring
e-payments, appraisals, and auto repairs. They are mostly used by
office admins and the sales team in used or new car dealerships.
Further, the software offers features for or integrates with CRM,
website builder, inventory management, and billing applications.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

FeaturedCustomers platform

significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved
the customer base and scale of a Market

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

RISING STAR

Total # of employees (based on social media and public

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

resources)

does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Automotive Dealer Management
software based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT CDK GLOBAL

CDK Global is a leading global

In the industry nowadays you need to know where you're going on a daily basis and
Autoline Drive helps us keep on top of that. Whether it's daily paper sales or WIP, once
you get used to the system you know what to look out for every day.
DAVID BOYD
RETAIL OPERATOR, ROADSIDE GARAGES

provider of integrated information
technology and digital marketing
solutions to the automotive retail
and adjacent industries. Focused
on enabling end-to-end
automotive commerce, CDK Global
provides solutions to dealers in

The Drive Flex software is very intuitive and easy-to-use. I was able to
jump right in and use it with practically no training necessary.
CINDY CUPP
F&I MANAGER, CUPP CHEVROLET

more than 100 countries around
the world, serving approximately
30,000 retail locations and most
automotive manufacturers. CDK
solutions automate and integrate
all parts of the dealership and
buying process from targeted
digital advertising and marketing

CDK Drive allows us to make better decisions because we know what’s
going on in real time. We know with confidence that our dealership is
performing at its best.
DONNA BOST
COMPTROLLER, CHUCK NASH AUTO GROUP

campaigns to the sale, financing,
insuring, parts supply, repair, and
maintenance of vehicles.

One of the best things about CDK Service is the reporting tool. I need data to achieve our goals. It helps us
retain customers and that’s our primary focus. I’m all about efficiency and innovation. With CDK Service,
there’s one platform with multiple tools — like CDK Inspection and CDK Lane — and one contact for
support. That’s a big advantage for us. With 180,000 square feet of space, we have a lot of room for
growth.
LUIS GUTIERREZ
GENERAL MANAGER, MERCEDES-BENZ OF CORAL GABLES
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ABOUT DEALERSOCKET

DealerSocket is a leading
automotive technology platform

It’s all customers you’ve done business with in the past so they already trust you. You can pull
up all their information back to when they bought the car, see exactly what they're paying, what
sort of payoff and equity history they have, and the last time they serviced. In one screen you get
a snapshot of everything on RevenueRadar.
ANDREW BENSON
SR. TEAM LEADER, QVALE AUTO GROUP

that helps dealerships in the
United States, Canada and
Australia improve profitability
through a fully integrated suite of
marketing, sales, service, customer
experience, DMS, data mining,
digital marketing, website, digital
retailing, and inventory

Across the board we're seeing better results than with our previous CRM
because it's easy to use, it's more effective, there's more flexibility to it. The lead
management process does work better, the reporting process is superior.
JEFF RUBIN
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, COMPETITION AUTO GROUP

management solutions.
Headquartered in San Clemente,
California, DealerSocket employs
more than 1,000 people and serves
11,000 dealerships and 300,000
active users in the United States,
Canada and Australia.

With DealerSocket, I can do everything on my phone the same as I can on my
desktop. Adding and editing email templates makes it easy to follow up with
customers. I could work at home from my phone if I had to.
DARREN BURNS
INTERNET SALES MANAGER, WOLTZ & WIND FORD

DealerSocket's advanced
technology provides benchmarking
data that paces the industry, and
its insightful experts identify trends
and develop strategic roadmaps
that help dealers optimize
processes and operate more
profitably.

For dealers looking for a dealership management system that coordinates their service, their
collections, and their sales all in one area, IDMS is definitely the way to go. It allows us to have
an omnichannel approach to our business, and if your DMS can’t provide that, you ought to
look at IDMS.
TRAVIS ALLISON
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, COAST TO COAST

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT DEALERTRACK

Dealertrack provides market

Thanks to Dealertrack, we go into deals with confidence that every salesperson will cover the
required aspects for compliance with federal regulations. By integrating it into our workflow, we
make sure that we’re doing what we need to do – when we need to do it.
TAYLOR KLEIN
F&I MANAGER, SWOPE NISSAN

leading digital solutions for
automotive retail. Their unique
ability to combine dealer
perspectives, consumer insights,
and technologist-fueled
innovations has helped them
create a marketing, sales, and
operations platform

With Dealertrack, I’ve got all the information I need accessible on a
mobile device, on an iPad; anywhere that I go, I can see what’s
happening with all our stores.
JOHN ALTMAN
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, BEYER AUTO GROUP

that—together with the largest
online credit application in North
America—is enabling the
transformation of one of the
world’s most important and
dynamic industries.

I can’t say enough about eMenu for iPad. It makes my job easier, and customers love the feeling
of control when the iPad is in their hands. I can change packages on the fly or pull them apart
to get exactly what the customer wants. It’s easy to do and unlike a paper menu, it always looks
professional.
ANDY SCHMITT
FINANCE MANAGER, AUDI NORTH SHORE

Performance Management within Dealertrack is one of the most beneficial portions of the
business model of Dealertrack, amongst just the software. To actually have somebody that can
utilize the tool and help us utilize the tool to be most efficient is industry standard.
RYAN MCCULLOCH
GENERAL MANAGER, TEMECULA VALLEY AUTOMOTIVE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT VINSOLUTIONS

VinSolutions helps more than
4,000 dealers make every

Our Performance Manager is key to our success; he holds our feet to the fire. There are a
number of different CRMs in the market, but what really sets VinSolutions Connect CRM apart is
the fact that they have a Performance Manager who’s engaged, talented and really challenges
us.
GREG JENSEN
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, KOCOUREK AUTOMOTIVE GROUP

connection count. VinSolutions
products integrate dealership
systems, processes, and tools to
deliver a single view of the
customer across the business so
dealers can focus on building
relationships throughout the sales
cycle. VinSolutions fosters

We bolstered our Connect Texting in Connect CRM to include MMS, the ability to send videos
and photos. We then rebuilt our processes. We cut our phone calls by 55% and replaced those
with texting, and we included automated texts rather than automated emails. And as a result,
our contact rate has skyrocketed.
KEVIN FRYE
MARKETING DIRECTOR, JEFF WYLER AUTOMOTIVE FAMILY

dealership success by providing a
fully customizable suite of
solutions, including equity mining,
market pricing and desking tools,
combined with the continuous,
personal support of a designated
Performance Manager.
VinSolutions is OEM certified by

The Document Library offers us an unprecedented means of managing
our customers' data within VinSolutions and safeguarding our
customer information.
CHRIS FINK
USED CAR MANAGER, BURT WATSON CHEVROLET

every major manufacturer and is
Autosoft, CDK, Reynolds &
Reynolds and Dealertrack DMS
certified.

If there’s a lot of activity and information coming out of the CRM, it helps us take action. Having
all of the information in one place provides additional insights to help us narrow down where
the problem is and make better pricing and merchandising decisions.
CHRIS MARHOFER
PRESIDENT COO, RON MARHOFER AUTO GROUP
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ABOUT VAUTO

Stockwave has helped us generate more gross and make better
decisions.
TRENT WAYBRIGHT
DIRECTOR OF PRE-OWNED OPERATIONS, KELLEY AUTOMOTIVE GROUP

vAuto provides innovative software
and technology, tools and business
intelligence to help dealers
improve their used vehicle
department sales and profits.
Founded in 2005 by Dale Pollak
and a group of automotive

We sell twice the number of certified pre-owned vehicles as our nearest
competitor — and it’s because we follow the Velocity Method of
Management.
BRIAN BENSTOCK
PARAGON HONDA & PARAGON ACURA

industry veterans, vAuto is
determined to develop innovative
methods for dealers to manage
their vehicle inventory and
increase sales.

This goes beyond faster turn. Beyond higher volume. This goes right to
the bottom line. The Velocity Method of Management doubled our sales
and gross profit in the past year.
BOB TASCA
TASCA FORD LINCOLN MERCURY

vAuto is so much more than inventory management. Now we go where the
customers are, with the right cars, at the right prices, at the right times. We
negotiate less and hold more gross. It transformed our business.
GREG GOODWIN
KUNI AUTOMOTIVE GROUP

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT AUTOSERVE1

AutoServe1 provides a

We have been with AutoServe1 for over 3 years and our business has grown a lot with
the help of AutoServe1. They have listened to what we need from them and are always
looking to make the product better for us while always keeping the customer #1.
BRYAN GOSSEL
PRESIDENT, BG AUTOMOTIVE

customer-centric workflow to allow
dealerships & aftermarket service
repair shops to communicate with
their customers using actual
photos of problem parts,
educational animations, and
real-time communication with
remote customers. This helps auto

The difference with AutoServe1 is that before, people might have
ignored repair recommendations. Now they can see a picture and
understand that it’s serious.
CODY KERKLIN
TECHNICIAN, D & R INTENSIVE CAR CARE

service centers increase sales per
vehicle-visit by more clearly
explaining the benefits of repairs
required on a customer’s vehicle
and mitigating the lack of trust. It
also facilitates faster decisions,
improves work flows, and
decreases costs from traditional

AutoServe1 allows technicians to document inspections more
thoroughly with pictures and videos. This creates client trust because
the customer can see the problems for themselves.
JIM GREEN
SENIOR TECHNICIAN, BEECH MOTORWORKS

paper-based inspections.

Our professional customer reports with pictures deliver great wow factor and make it so much
easier to build trust and stronger client relationships. It’s one thing to find all the work a vehicle
needs – it’s another for my customers to actually understand what we’re recommending. Since
using AutoServe1, our ARO is up 17% and my team and customers love it.
DAVE ERB
OWNER, DAVE'S ULTIMATE AUTOMOTIVE
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ABOUT AUTOSOFT DMS

What I really like about Autosoft is that we can run lost sales much
easier than the competitors out there.
DAVE
PARTS MANAGER, BOB POYNTER COLUMBUS

Autosoft provides and supports a
complete dealer management
system (DMS) that improves
processes and reduces operating
costs for over 2,000 franchised
automotive dealerships across the
U.S. Autosoft’s easy-to-use and
innovative software helps dealers

I like the personal interaction with the Autosoft Customer Success team. I value
the relationships and that I can pick up the phone to talk to someone I know.
If you have an issue, they get things resolved very quickly.
GREG DUTCH
DUTCH CHEVROLET BUICK

focus on their customers and not
just their DMS. Autosoft has
received the DrivingSales award for
Highest Rated DMS three years in a
row and was awarded three Stevie
Awards for customer service
excellence in 2017.

The bang for the buck was there with Autosoft—a big, big savings, but
really, as powerful as Reynolds or ADP.
STEVE HIRLINGER
PRESIDENT, HIRLINGER CHEVROLET

I haven’t found a Dealer Management System who can beat Autosoft’s
customer service, value, or ease of use and yet still offer leading-edge
tools.
MATT PETERS
DEALER PRINCIPAL, MASTEL FORD-LINCOLN
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ABOUT DOMINION DEALER SOLUTIONS

Dominion Dealer Solutions

Customers expect a responsive website they can navigate quickly and easily. Otherwise, they
move on to the next dealer. With more than 52% repeat visitors in two and half months, we
couldn’t be happier. My responsive website built by Dominion provides my customers with the
best user experience possible and consistency across all devices. I no longer have to limit what
my customers are able to see.
HONDA CARS OF BELLEVUE

improves dealers' performance by
developing advanced technologies
including reputation and social
media management, responsive
websites, digital advertising, SEO,
SEM, multi-channel marketing, and
custom market reports. Coupled
with award-winning lead
management, inventory

In general, the data is the most useful piece. The ability to have the correct
data and reference it is as important as touching the right customers.
DealActivator works well and does exactly what it’s supposed to do.
VICTOR MAYOLI
GM AND SALES OPERATION DIRECTOR, MIAMI LAKES KIA

merchandising, equity mining,
customer relationship (CRM) and
dealer management (DMS)
solutions, Dominion redefines
automotive retail by delivering
first-class customer experiences
for today’s automotive dealerships.

Dominion Dealer Specialties has definitely made a difference for my
dealership. Our vehicles are getting noticed more and we’re consistently
seeing more VDP views than when we did our own photos.
BRIAN MARTIN
GENERAL MANAGER, CUSTOM CAR CARE

I like the Prime Response dashboard. I can respond to surveys as well as monitor the progress
of sales and service managers following up on customer reviews. The internal surveys are also
closely monitored. If there are any bad ones, they’ll be forwarded to the GM to make sure the
situation is resolved.
KEN NEEL
DIGITAL MARKETING MANAGER, MOTOR MILE KIA

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT PROMAX UNLIMITED

ProMax has been leading the

I would refer ProMax to anyone who is looking for usability and functionality from a CRM tool.
ProMax offers various tools that you can customize to fit all your dealership needs. I always get
a prompt response from the ProMax team with any question I may have.
ALISA ROCHA
INTERNET MANAGER, CARMACK CAR CAPITOL DANVILLE

industry in automotive software
for 20 years, and offers the only
complete solution for your
dealership. From their
award-winning Desking and CRM
modules, to their industry-first
Compliance solutions and

The ProMax Call Manager application is terrific. The Admin Tool for creating campaigns and tracking call
results is quick and simple, and the Call Log playbacks are a breeze to navigate through. The
synchronization between the incoming calls and the ProMax CRM certainly makes the accuracy of our
phone prospects logs more precise. Our group is very pleased with ProMax’ s Call Manger.
ED JAROSZEWICZ
DIRECTOR, INTERNET MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS, MONTROSE AUTO GROUP

Pre-Screen products, to Lead
Generation, Inventory, ILM, Dealer
Websites, Direct Mail, Credit
Reports and more, ProMax has all
the tools you need to succeed.

One Stop CRM! ProMax delivers outstanding tools to perform multiple tasks on a daily basis. From desking,
inventory management, lead handling and everything else in between ProMax can deliver a very well
performing tool to make your everyday tasks much more efficient. But it doesn’t stop there; they have an
outstanding team behind the scenes that are always willing and more than capable to help if you ever need
anything.
ADAM BREEN
GENERAL MANAGER, EARNHARDT HYUNDAI

At Anthony Buick GMC we have been using ProMax for 4 years and it is the whole package. We use it for a
CRM, Desking and we even use it to bill out customers in finance. It is accurate, easy and a pleasure to use.
The support at ProMax is outstanding, they always answer the phone and they always have a solution. If
you’re looking to save time and money without a hassle ProMax is your answer.
JIM HALEY
SALES MANAGER, ANTHONY BUICK GMC

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT RECONVELOCITY

ReconVelocity is the premier
vehicle reconditioning software for
new and used car dealerships and

We recently switched to ReconVelocity. We’ve shaved about 1.5 days off
our overall recon process. The training and support from Hugh’s team
has been fantastic.
DARREN DORTCH
GM & PARTNER, TOYOTA OF DALLAS

dealer groups. Based on decades
of relationships with thousands of
dealerships and dealer groups,
their intuitive cloud-based
workflow platform is customizable
for your unique recon needs.
ReconVelocity balances the needs

Reconditioning helps you set your car apart from the others. Depending upon the size of the
store, there could be 20 people involved in the reconditioning process. Before we went to the
software, [ReconVelocity], we were doing a lot of handwritten logs and it was a cumbersome
process. This software is one tool being used one way by every single team member.
PATRICK ABAD
GENERAL MANAGER, BEAVER TOYOTA

of all dealership departments,
helping Recon Managers, Fixed
Ops Directors, General Managers,
Used Car Managers, and Service
Managers fine-tune their
reconditioning processes to
achieve faster inventory cycle

ReconVelocity helps us become a better overall team, improves
efficiency, and helps us hold each other accountable.
GERRY VENTRY
RECON MANAGER, RICK HENDRICK TOYOTA SANDY SPRINGS

times.

We have rolled out ReconVelocity in a test environment in seven locations. The test has gone
fantastic. It’s dropped [our] recon time 2-3 days at a minimum, which we all know drops more
money to the bottom line, helps us sell more cars, and increases the overall velocity of our
inventory (turn).
JEFF DYKE
PRESIDENT, SONIC AUTOMOTIVE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SERTI DEALERSHIP SYSTEM

I could not be happier with our decision to replace our old computer system with SDS and highly
recommend SERTI to anybody looking for a great software at a fair price with none of the aggravation that
normally goes with it. SERTI is as good or better than the big players out there, with none of the attitude or
games that they play! You won’t go wrong with a decision to implement SERTI.
TIM WESTAWAY
CONTROLLER, AUTO HOUSE HONDA

SERTI Dealership System was
founded on the design and
development of a computer
system for its first ever customer.
From its very beginnings, SERTI has
worked in close collaboration with
businesses, small, medium or

Overall, the sales process was excellent, as well as the setup/install work. Having an install
co-coordinator was the best. Every trainer came in extremely knowledgeable and dealership
savvy. Support is amazing, everyone is very friendly and helpful. SERTI delivered on all
commitments – wow how rare!
KATIE LEBLANC
SECRETARY-TREASURER, KEN KNAPP FORD

large, offering its ever-expanding IT
expertise to customers across
Canada, in every field of activity.
Weathering the computer
revolution of the last four decades,
SERTI has secured the leadership
skills and the power to offer IT
solutions that are technologically

Speaking on behalf of the entire staff and management of Acura West, we are completely
satisfied with the SDS system and wholeheartedly recommend SERTI to anybody in the market
for a new computer system. SERTI has met all their commitments, and thus earned my loyalty
and that of our staff.
PAUL JENNERY
GENERAL MANAGER, ACURA WEST

advanced and comprehensive.

SERTI offers a unique approach to dealership software and delivers this approach in a
user-friendly product. The service and support of SERTI have been second to none and
we look forward to the future with SERTI for many years to come!
RANDY CHARLEBOIS
OWNER, R.R. CHARLEBOIS INC.
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ABOUT AUTOMANAGER

I am not tech savvy. [WebManager allowed] me to customize my website the way I wanted it to
be promoted and represented. I make the changes, additions, [theme] colors and even the color
of the car. It’s very easy to understand, very simple. I can’t say enough about these guys.
SHUSHU AMIR
EAGLE TRUCK AND AUTO

AutoManager is a DMS, online
vehicle marketing and website
provider with over 25 years of
experience helping independent
and franchise dealers increase
sales and business productivity.
AutoManager now serves
thousands of users across the U.S.
and Canada. DeskManager DMS

One of the things I like are the semi-custom templates. I get nothing but
rave reviews on the way that my website looks. It’s very functional,
extremely easy to use and follow, and it doesn’t look like everyone else’s.
BRETT LUKOVSKI
PRESIDENT, MOTION AUTOSPORT

(dealer management software) and
WebManager (online vehicle
marketing) are scalable solutions
for car, truck, boat, RV and even
airplane dealers. Both are priced
aggressively to satisfy the needs of
small independents, and can be
expanded with a litany of high tech

Having our dealer management software feed information to our website and
the online marketplace has been pretty invaluable for us. It keeps us away
from computers and on the floor with our customers, which is where we
belong.
SCOTT LEHMAN
DEALER PRINCIPAL, PREMIER AUTO CENTER

add-ons that allow them to serve
the needs of larger franchise
dealers. Above all else,
AutoManager takes pride in its
reputation for excellent post-sale
support and service.

My favorite part [about WebManager] is the amount of control you
have over your own website content. You don’t have to rely on someone
over the phone to make a change.
DANNY HALL
IT ADMINISTRATOR, SAUL'S MOTORS
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ABOUT DX1

When I did the math on what I’d be paying a guy each week versus the
DX1 monthly cost, it’s a no brainer. Whenever we can save time, we’re
making money.
GARY PHILLIPS
SALES MANAGER, VIRGINIA POWER MOTORSPORTS

DX1 is a leading Dealership
Management System, CRM,
Marketing and Website provider
for the motorcycle and
powersports industry. They’ve built
their organization around their
dealers, working hard to ensure

DX1 has been a great partner for our dealership group. They are
responsive, creative, and solve problems.
HARLEY DAVIDSON

that their team functions as an
extension of their customers’
businesses by providing the
technology, tools and support
needed to succeed. They are proud
to be able to provide a dealership
management solution that is truly

There are basically two ways to improve your bottom line. Cut expenses
or boost sales. DX1 does both.
CHAD DEUTSCH
DEALER PRINCIPAL, DR. POWERSPORTS

changing the way powersports
dealerships are running their
businesses.

All-in-one. No one else offers the true all-in-one platform.
TREVOR MESSERSMITH
GENERAL MANAGER, CALIFORNIA CUSTOM TRAILERS & POWERSPORTS
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ABOUT DEALERCENTER

DealerCenter is an all-in-one, web
based dealership management

The AutoCheck feature is great! I am able to run AutoCheck reports on all of
my inventory at the same time. The quick credit feature also makes it really
fast to get customers in the system and run their credit at the same time.
MATTI STRONACH
MAINSTREAM MOTORS

solution for the independent used
car dealer. Together with their
partners, they created the most
advanced Dealer Management
System in the market.
DealerCenter's main focus is
continuous technological
innovation and improvement. They

The DMS will definitely help me easily get more deals funded efficiently
so I can go buy more cars! I like how I can submit all my deals at one
time to all of my lenders!
CHRIS HAMMOCK
C.H. AUTO SALES

created their platform with one
thing in their minds - the needs of
the independent used car dealer.
With DealerCenter, the dealer has
total control over the most
important functions of managing
their dealership efficiently and

I'm excited to use DealerCenter's DMS because it's ALL IN ONE! I have
my inventory, my lenders, and everything I need all in one system!
SHAWN NASH
LEGACY MOTORS

effectively.
This system has many great features, but my favorite program is the deal driver instant
pre-qualification program! I like the fact that it is very convenient for myself and customers to
get instant approvals without impacting their credit score! Fantastic! We also really like the
website designs also. True definition of all in one system.
NICHOLAS ROBERTS
GENDER AUTO SALES
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ABOUT DEALERSLINK

DealersLink is the largest private

DealersLink allows me to research the vehicles I really want and need. I find that dealers are
really honest about the way they want to present their inventory and to keep a great rating. We
usually sell around 15 vehicles a month and purchase 40 vehicles a month, with NO lane fees.
DAVE SLOAN
GENERAL SALES MANAGER, WELD COUNTY GARAGE

dealer-direct wholesale
Marketplace in the US. DealersLink
pioneered online dealer-direct
wholesale trading in the late 90's.
With 9 years of live transactions,
DealersLink® has the stability,
reputation, and expertise to

We piloted DealersLink in a few stores and are now excited to add it to more locations.
We use it both to retail and dispose of aged units. Definite positive ROI. A+ program
and A+ company.
BRUCE IPSEN
LARRY H. MILLER CHRYSLER DODGE JEEP RAM

provide auto dealers the most
robust and active wholesale
marketplace in existence.

DealersLink allows me the opportunity to supplement my current
inventory, and I have had great success with working with other dealers
on buying and selling inventory.
JASON DUGGER
MANAGER, TOM SCOTT HONDA

DealersLink allows me to find the exact vehicle that my customer is looking for; I just bought the
Jeep my customer wanted from a dealer in Montana. I can find vehicles that are front-line ready
and I love working dealer to dealer rather than through a middle man or auction. You know
who and what you are dealing with.
LOWELL BUSHART
USED VEHICLE MANAGER, GLENWOOD SPRINGS FORD
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT SPINCAR

SpinCar offers automotive dealers,
OEMs and online marketplaces the

SpinCar’s retargeting is above all else. My web traffic, VDP views and
leads are up all thanks to SpinCar. The retargeting alone has accounted
for over 1/3 of my VDP views on my new and used inventory!
ALLISON FRETT
MARKETING/IT DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY AUTO CENTER

industry’s most advanced platform
for digital automotive
merchandising. The company’s
360° WalkAround® technology
builds trust between buyers and
sellers by bringing the physical
showroom experience to car

Our customers love SpinCar because it gives them a realistic view of each vehicle from
every possible angle. Our salespeople love it for the lead intelligence data that allows
them to have more informed conversations with prospective buyers.
KARIS MCKIE-KAISER
INTERNET DIRECTOR, MCKIE FORD LINCOLN

shoppers wherever and whenever
they want. SpinCar’s proprietary
shopper behavioral data and
VINtelligent® Retargeting solution
enable dealers to deliver
hyper-personalized interactions
across the entire car shopping
journey. To date, more than 140
million virtual WalkArounds have

Thanks to SpinCar, our online auction attendance is up this year.
SpinCar provides a great product and auctions that aren’t using it are
going to fall behind.
BRIAN HOCKET
ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER, AMERICA'S AUTO AUCTION

been experienced by car shoppers
across 14 countries.
Because of SpinCar, our customers have a better experience on our website. They get to see the
car, inside and out, and that’s driven a 50% increase in our conversion rate! We’re getting more
people clicking on our VDPs and more shoppers looking at our vehicles.
KYLE LACEY
INVENTORY MANAGER, FRIENDLY FORD
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